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ABSTRACT
The cardinalfish of Antsiranana Bay, northern Madagascar, were surveyed over an 11 month period by underwater census employing a simple search pattern using self-contained underwater breathing apparatus. Over this period 15 species were observed including one species not previously recorded in Madagascar, Siphania versicolor. Whilst some species were ubiquitous across sites within the bay others appeared only as single records. Cardinalfish communities were compared between sites within the bay using PRIMER 6 (Plymouth Routines in Multivariate Ecological Research) and on a national scale against existing records. Overall the species richness of cardinalfish in Antsiranana Bay is less than that observed in other regions of Madagascar. The reasons behind these regional variations include oceanic currents, temperature, depth, disturbance and sedimentation, a recognised threat to Madagascar’s marine communities. This final point was reaffirmed by comparison of cardinalfish communities between sites within the bay which revealed little variation in species composition between sites, with the exception of highly-sedimented sites in the north-east of the bay that had a significantly different cardinalfish fauna to the rest. As a family that rely on the complexity of the coral reef for shelter, and exhibit high site fidelity, examination of cardinalfish communities may provide a measure of the health of a region’s reef.

INTRODUCTION
Cardinalfish (Apogonidae) form a major component of many coastal fish assemblages, both in terms of species diversity and numerical abundance (Allen 1993). Although small in size, they form a major component of the coral reef fish community due to their high abundance (Vivien 1975). Despite their prominence on reefs, cardinalfish remain one of the least studied of marine communities, are important prey for large piscivorous fish such as Serranidae, Scorpaenidae, Mullidae and Muraenidae (Vivien 1975, Chave 1978) and as such are an integral component of the reef food chain. Furthermore, as cardinalfish feed nocturnally in a range of habitats and return to restricted sites during the day, they play an important role in concentrating nutrients and energy on reefs (Marnane 2000, Marnane and Bellwood 2002).

The objectives of this study were to (i) record the species of cardinalfish present in Antsiranana Bay, (ii) compare the species in Antsiranana Bay to other regions of Madagascar, (iii) examine patterns in the distribution of cardinalfish within the Bay, and (iv) investigate the relationship between cardinalfish communities and environmental variables.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

STUDY AREA. Antsiranana Bay is situated in the northernmost part of Madagascar, adjacent to the town of Antsiranana (formerly known as Diego Suarez). The mouth of the bay is at its eastern side, opening into the Indian Ocean (Figure 1). The bay has a variety of coral reef habitats from pristine reef to highly-sedimented areas, impacted by a variety of natural and anthropogenic factors (Browne et al. 2007). The bay experiences variable and severe wind-induced wave action caused by cyclones of varying strengths on a regular basis, and the impact of these can be observed on the coral; exposed sites possess a high percentage cover of fragmented coral and coral rubble, in particular of digitate coral forms (Jabbal et al. 2010). The bay supports an artisanal fishery, as well as a low level of tourist activities (Narozanski et al. 2011). The bay has several industrial uses; Antsiranana town has a fish canning factory, there are extensive salt pans in the south-west of the bay, and it is an important trading port (Cooke et al. 2001).

Sites were selected to provide the most comprehensive coverage practicable in the accessible part of Antsiranana bay. The criteria used in site selection were: (i) Seabed type: based on existing records of habitat type (Browne et al. 2007, Jabbal et al. 2010, Frontier unpublished data) sites were selected that represented the range of benthic conditions present within the bay. (ii) Orientation: sites were selected based on their location relative to the landmass, in order to obtain as comprehensive a spread as practicable. (iii) Practical limitation: sites were only selected that were within recreational dive limits and could be accessed on a regular basis.

FIGURE 1. Antsiranana Bay showing location of survey sites. Landmasses are shown in grey.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY. Between August 2008 and June 2009, Scuba (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) surveys were carried out in Antsiranana Bay to record cardinalfish presence. Fifteen reef sites were surveyed (Figure 1), which varied in their physical characteristics. Persistent north-easterly winds mean that sites 1–2 and 10–15 are exposed to greater wave energy than the sites close to the northern shores (3–9), which are sheltered by the landmass. The impact of these waves and additional episodic cyclone impacts have left southern shore sites with a higher percentage of coral rubble than the northern shores. As is the case in many Malagasy inshore waters (Cooke et al. 2001), sedimentation as a result of terrestrial activities occurs within the bay, with the more sheltered northeasterly sites 8 and 9 being particularly affected. Each site was visited at least three times over the study period. At each survey site, an area of approximately 800 m² was searched for a period of 45 minutes. During this time, the species of cardinalfish observed were recorded. At each site notes were made of the habitat types present. Species were identified in situ based on pictorial and photographic references (Froese and Pauly 2000, Lieske and Myers 2002, 2004, Allen and Steene 2007) and literature of apogonid systematics was consulted (Gon 1996, Greenfield et al. 2005, Fraser 2008, Fricke et al. 2009, Fraser and Allen 2010). The taxonomic classification used here follows Eschmeyer (2011). Those species that were not easily identified in situ were collected by hand net, using clove oil anaesthetic. These individuals were photographed and morphometric measurements and meristic counts were made before being returned.
alive to the locality from which they were removed. Voucher specimens were not collected.

At each site the number of individuals of each species per 800 m\(^2\) was estimated. Due to the highly territorial nature of cardinalfish and the uniform search pattern employed in the underwater survey, the chance of double counting of individuals was minimised. In some locations, however, cardinalfish were so populous that an absolute count would have been impossible using only visual census, therefore an estimate of abundance, i.e. estimated number of individuals of each cardinalfish species per site was recorded on an arbitrary ordinal scale. The results of repeat surveys at each site were averaged and the rounded means used in the consequent analysis.

**DATA ANALYSIS.** PRIMER 6 (Plymouth Routines In Multivariate Ecological Research) was used to examine the between-site community variation. PRIMER employs univariate, graphical and multivariate methods to analyse abundance data in biological monitoring of environmental impacts and show community structure (Clarke and Gorley 2006). In this study we used SIMPEROF, a methodology that identifies the species primarily providing the discrimination between two observed sample clusters. Initially, a pre-treatment was carried out on the data set; a square root transformation was applied to the data in order to downweight any dominant contributions of particularly abundant species in samples (Clarke and Gorley 2006). A resemblance matrix was then produced to show the similarities between pairs of samples using Bray-Curtis similarity; a step necessary prior to any further analysis. Bray-Curtis similarity is the most commonly used similarity coefficient for biological community analysis, as it reflects differences between samples based on community composition and total abundance (Clarke 1993). A CLUSTER dendrogram was produced, showing the hierarchical clustering of samples going into smaller numbers of groups as their similarity to each other diminishes.

**TABLE 1.** Mean estimated abundance of cardinalfish at 15 survey sites. Abundance scale: 1= <10, 2 = 10-50, 3 = 50-100, 4 = 100-200, 5 = 200+.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species (ranked by number of sites at which species were recorded)</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Abundance at sites where species present</th>
<th>Abundance across all 15 sites surveyed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheilodipterus quinquelineatus</td>
<td>1 2 3 3 3 4 2 2 3</td>
<td>frequent</td>
<td>occasional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon fragilis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 5 4 1</td>
<td>occasional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archamia lucata</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 1 1</td>
<td>occasional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siphamia versicolor</td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>occasional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheilodipterus artus</td>
<td>1 2 1 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon thermalis</td>
<td>3 3</td>
<td>frequent</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon aureus</td>
<td>2 3</td>
<td>frequent</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon cyanoxoma</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon leptacanthus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon savayensis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>occasional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheilodipterus macrodon</td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>occasional</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon angustatus</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>rare</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon fraenatus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon kalkopterus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rare</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogon taeniophorus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rare</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species richness</td>
<td>5 4 4 3 4 2 6 4 4 3 3 4 3 1 5 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A SIMPEROF test was applied to the cluster to show the statistical significance of the groupings.

RESULTS

SPECIES RECORDED. Fifteen species of cardinalfish were recorded in the course of this study (Table 1). Of these no previous records exist, to the authors' knowledge, of *Siphamia versicolor* in Madagascar. Individuals of the taxon thought to be *Siphamia versicolor* were recorded amongst the spines of the long-spined sea urchin *Diadema setosum*. They were a dark red-black colour and very well camouflaged amongst the *Diadema*’s spines (Figure 2); when stressed or captured, however, they became lighter and revealed three thick dark stripes on a silver body (Figure 3). They were observed across the bay in the presence of *Diadema* but distribution and abundance were probably underestimated due to their cryptic nature.

SPECIES DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN ANTSIRANANA BAY.

Within Antsiranana Bay there was considerable between-site variation in species composition (Table 1). *Cheilodipterus quinquelineatus* was the most widespread species, occurring at nine of the 12 sites, followed by *Apogon fragilis* that was recorded at seven sites. Three species were recorded only once across all sites: *Apogon fraenatus*, *A. kallopterus* and *A. taeniophthalmus*. Community structure was complex with in most cases overlap between species and sites: SIMPEROF analysis revealed that whilst in most cases there was a generally high level of similarity between cardinalfish communities within the bay (Figure 4). The communities of sites 8 and 9 were significantly different from those of the rest of the sites.

DISCUSSION

Fifteen species were recorded in Antsiranana Bay including *Siphamia versicolor*. The discovery of this species in Antsiranana Bay is surprising as its distribution is described as Indo-West Pacific from the Maldives to northwestern Australia (Froese and Pauly 2000); if confirmed, this record therefore extends its westerly distribution. The number of species recorded was lower in Antsiranana Bay compared to 21 in northwest Madagascar (Mckenna and Allen 2005) and 20 in Toliara, southwest Madagascar (Vivien 1975) (Supplementary Material). Seven species were common to all three regions; *Apogon angustatus*, *A. cyanosoma*, *A. fraenatus*, *A. kallopterus*, *Archamia fucata*, *Cheilodipterus macrodon* and *C. quinquelineatus*. Antsiranana Bay and northwest Madagascar have the highest percentage of species in common (31%), followed by the two western sites (24%) and Antsiranana Bay and southwest Madagascar, which share the least common species (20%).

Madagascar waters are dominated by a single current system derived from the south equatorial current (SEC) whose waters encircle much of Madagascar with a quasi-permanent gyre centred to the south of the Comoros which links the waters of northwestern Madagascar with Mozambique (Cooke et al. 2001). However, although dispersal mechanisms are in place, cardinalfish communities around the island are not homogenous as environmental parameters shape the species present. These parameters could include temperature, depth, disturbance and sedimentation.

Madagascar straddles almost 14° of latitude, with mean annual open-water surface temperatures ranging from 22–28 °C, and reaching extremes of 19°C in Toliara lagoons during winter (Cooke et al. 2001). The difference in shallow-water assemblages of the north and south has been attributed to this large water temperature range. Cooke et al. (2001) observed that coral reef communities of Nosy Be, (within the northwest Madagascar study area of McKenna and Allen (2005)) and Toliara are visibly different, despite no systematic scientific comparison having been made. Results of the present study are consistent with this assertion.

However, despite being on similar latitude, there is still a considerable difference between the northwest community...
and that of Antsiranana Bay, which may be in part attributed to wind-induced wave action. Previous studies (Vivien 1975, Chave 1978, Greenfield and Johnson 1990) identified high wave energy as a limiting factor in cardinalfish distribution. Ralinson (1991) recorded the differences in winds between coastal regions; Toliara experienced the greatest number of days with winds less than 10 km h\(^{-1}\) (337 days), Nosy Be had 220 days, whilst Antsiranana had only 19 days. The impact of the winds in Antsiranana Bay is considerable with waves of up to 2 m experienced during the windiest months of June, July and August (pers. obs.). Furthermore, cyclones have an episodic impact on Madagascar. These disturbances have been shown to affect the coral community structure; Done (1992) and Lewis (1998) showed specifically that cardinalfish are amongst the species affected by cyclones; These studies showed changes in species and numbers of individuals present following cycnic events. Cyclonic or severe wind-induced wave action can result in physical damage to, and resultant death of, live coral (Lewis 1998). In northwest Madagascar the ratio of live to dead coral is around 5:1 (Webster and McMahon 2002) whilst in Antsiranana Bay the ratio of live coral to coral rubble is 2:3 (Jabbal et al. 2010). Although it is possible that in the period between these studies a bleaching event may have produced the observed reduction in live coral, there is no record of such an event in the available literature.

The vulnerability of corals to physical damage varies between species, yet digitate forms are most impacted (Rousseau et al. 2010), and cardinalfish are most strongly associated with these forms (Gardiner and Jones 2005).

Depth is another important determinant in all marine communities and one that has been shown to influence cardinalfish distribution, including that of the five most abundant species recorded in Antsiranana Bay (Greenfield and Johnson 1990). Although Antsiranana Bay reaches depths in excess of 30 m in places, it has relatively shallow coral reefs, rarely deeper than 10 m, beyond which the seabed is barren sand. In comparison, Vivien (1975) surveyed the Toliara reefs to a maximum of 60 m and McKenna and Allen (2005), in northwest Madagascar, to 40 m. It may therefore be hypothesised that the lower diversity within Antsiranana Bay is due to restricted depth. However, of the 29 species not found in Antsiranana Bay only two, Fowleria aurita (in the northwest) and Apogon flagelliferus (in the southwest) were recorded exclusively outside the depth ranges surveyed in Antsiranana Bay.

Although the 15 study sites within Antsiranana Bay are relatively closely situated, there is still a variation in the cardinalfish community between them. Within the bay, the most prominent difference, highlighted by the SIMPEROF analysis between cardinalfish populations, was between the sites in the sheltered, heavily-sedimented northeastern section of the bay and the remainder of the sites. The impact of sedimentation in structuring reef communities has been recorded in Madagascar (Cooke et al. 2001) and worldwide (e.g., Mallela et al. 2007). Cardinalfish are active by night, returning to shelter within the reef by day (Marnane and Bellwood 2002). Gardiner and Jones (2005) showed cardinalfish to be strongly associated with live digitate corals; this characteristic, coupled with their strong site fidelity (Marnane 2000), makes cardinalfish a group of fishes vulnerable to loss of habitat complexity. The fact that increased sedimentation reduces the number of reef fissures, which provide cardinalfish with daytime refugia, could explain why in heavily-sedimented areas the cardinalfish population is limited both in total numbers, due to a reduction in available space, and in diversity, supporting only those species tolerant of shelter provided primarily by Diadema setosum urchins. As a consequence, observation of cardinalfish may prove a useful tool in monitoring the health of coral reef communities.

The next course of action should be the collection of voucher specimens to validate the identifications made herein, particularly that of Siphania versicolor, an unexpected finding. The comparison between the communities would be greatly enhanced by a contemporary survey of the Toliara reefs of southwest Madagascar. This would also provide an interesting test of the hypothesis that sedimentation alters cardinalfish communities as these reefs have been subjected to heavy sedimentation since the time of Vivien’s 1975 census (Cooke et al. 2001).
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